A lot of people are learning about gender. If you're comfortable, you can share your own pronouns!

Gender pronouns describe a person's gender identity. Examples of pronouns are she/her, they/them, and ze/zir!

Gender pronouns

We can't tell someone's gender just by looking at them, and shouldn't assume we know. There are many gender identities beyond "girl" or "boy". Some people don't identify as any gender!
Hi! My name is Kam. My pronouns are they/them.

Wow! I thought there was only she/her and he/him.

I'm Alex! Mine are they/them too! I feel seen.

Hi Alex! I'm Stevonnie. My pronouns are they/them.

Hey Stevonnie! This is my friend Alex!

Nice to meet you! I use they/them pronouns, too!

Thanks y'all! When people use my pronouns, I feel respected, safe, and included.

Thank you! The pronouns that describe my identity are she/her. Cool!

Yes! Your pronouns reflect...you! I've learned something new today!

Wow! It's a relief to know people who affirm who I am.

Yay!
Using someone’s pronouns shows respect. We all need to be seen and loved for who we are!

Gender Justice Toolkit

Learn more about how you can make the world a better, safer place!
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